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Abstract— A Smart Home is designed for the future home system that will be equipped with latest technology 
and given leisure for people. Hence the Smart Home will give a big impact in home design and will be the 
main target in a research and development (R&D) and business in the future. In this project Programmable 
Logic Controller (PLC) will be rolled as the primary control unit of the whole system. The main idea is about 
the new generation of homes. Smart homes are actually ordinary homes turned extraordinary using the latest 
technology. A smart home is nearly fully automated and it ensures safety, security and comfort for everyone 
under its roof. By utilizing advance and complex technologies, life is made easier and simpler. As a 
conclusion, this project was actually significantly can prevent problems that happened to present home 
automation system. This system will enable user to control their home appliances by using SMS. A web cam 
or CCTV for the capturing real time video are recommended to be in the future work as the user can also see 
the video from the distance. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
In this communication technology era, many researches have been done to create a new technology that will 

match to their needs in current lifestyle. The cost of the device might be influenced people before purchasing it. 
However there are some people who do not care about the price but always looking for its technology and the 
benefit of the product.  As the people are now busy with their work and rarely have time at their home, a good 
monitoring system will the solution for this issue.  

A Smart Home is designed for the future home system that will be equipped with latest technology and given 
leisure for people. Hence the Smart Home will give a big impact in home design and will be the main target in a 
research and development (R&D) and business in the future. In this project PLC will be rolled as the primary 
control unit of the whole system. The main idea is about the new generation of homes. Smart homes are actually 
ordinary homes turned extraordinary using the latest technology. A smart home is nearly fully automated and it 
ensures safety, security and comfort for everyone under its roof. By utilizing advance and complex technologies, 
life is made easier and simpler[1]. 

This project is proposed to develop a smart controlling system for home appliances by using Global System 
for Mobile Communications (GSM) [2], [3] and Programmable Logic Controller (PLC). The system is 
connected to the GSM modem by using communication interface. Input of the PLC is from the home main 
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switch and the output is several of the home appliances [4], [5]. The GSM Modem is used for enabling people to 
remotely control the switching via Short Messaging System (SMS)[6]. 

According to several surveys that had been conducted, almost half of those surveyed (45%) are interested in 
having the sort of functions offered by a smart home[7]. The reason consumers embrace the idea of smart home 
technology is about the safety and security features that been offered, which, according to statistics, was agreed 
by about 70% of respondents. Smart Home has moved from hype to affordable reality for homeowners. Smart 
Home alias the Automated Home, brings practical value by enabling greater convenience, comfort, safety, 
security and reduce operating costs[8]. An example, lights are switched off automatically when there is no one 
in the room or based on pre-fixed timings. Table 1 below shows the comparison between the conventional 
method of smart home controlling system and the proposed system of smart home. Based on the table, the 
proposed system of smart home has more advantages in the functional where it is more convenience for people 
who had a busy life but at the same time they had to manage their home automation and controlling their home 
from any unwanted event[9]. 

 
TABLE 1  

COMPARISON OF SMART HOME SYSTEM 
 

Current System of SmartHome 
 

 
Proposed System of Smart Home 

 
Smart home nowadays are not convenience for people 
especially those who always go out for a long time. They 
only can control their home appliance when they at home. 
 

 
GSM system of smart home allows people to control their 
home appliances from distance and they’ll be alerted of their 
appliances status once they go out by using mobile phone. 

 
There are many types of controller that being used in electric and electronic equipment and devices e.g. 
Peripheral Interface Controller (PIC)  [3], [10], [11], [12], [13] Microcontroller, Programmable Logic Controller 
(PLC)[14][5] and Embedded Controller. In this project PLC had been chosen and used after doing some 
comparison to the other controller as the table below. 

 
TABLE 2 

COMPARISON OF CONTROLLER 

 
 

The brain of the system stands on the main controller that are PLC and GSM modem. The main switch are 
connected to the input of PLC and the output is go through a relay before connect to the home appliances. The 
PLC is connected to the gsm modem by using communication interface as shown in Figure 1. 

 

Controller 
 

Application 
Programmable Logic Controller PIC Microcontroller 

External Interface Requiring no electronic interface on it  Required some interface like H Bridge 
and other IC’s  

Install and Program Easy to install and reprogram Need to remove PIC from its circuit and 
put in the programmer’s socket 

Integrated Design 
Relay in PLC is an electro-mechanical 
switching device which can be used to 
build smart and simple control system.  

The PIC is sensitive to shock and heat. The 
IC pin also breakable and need to replace 
if one pin is broken [15], [16], [17] 
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Fig. 1 Layout design of smart home automation by using GSM Modem 

 

Fig. 1 shows that the current are flowed from the switch to the input of the PLC. Then, GSM modem will 
process the signals from user’s phone and send the data to the communication interface. The communications 
interface will process the signal and send to PLC. After the program is executed the PLC it will permit the 
current to go through the output and to the relay coil. Then the relay coil will trigger the current into the load.  

The aim of this project are to develop a system that notify user the current status of electrical appliances by 
using GSM communication , to help the user by avoiding any cases of accident caused by electrical appliances, 
and to improve the available system in market [18], [19], [20]. 

II. METHODOLOGY 
A. Overall Flow Chart 

 
Project is implemented by several processes as shown in Fig. 2 below. 

 

 
 

Fig. 2 Flowchart of Smart Home Automation by Using GSM 
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B. Design Development 
 
1) Testing the Circuit Connection 

 
After the layout of the circuit is completed, the circuit is tested in order to confirm the circuit is in good the 

condition or not. There are two ways to do the circuit testing: 
 

a) Physical appearance checking and testing 
 

By using this method, the connection of the hardware can be determined whether complete or not and the 
jumper and cable are placed at its proper place. 

 
b) Using the multimeter 

 
This method is to see clearly the connection by touching the probes at the circuit track for testing. Usually the 

unit at multimeter is set at x 1 ohm. If the circuit has the connection, the meter reader show at the zero while if 
no connection, the multimeter will show to the infinity. 
 
C. Software Development 

 
    The Multisim, Trilogy Programmer and Zelio RTSR programmer software are been used in this project. 
Multisim is used to design the layout for the Hardware. After the ladder program is done, the coding is compiled 
and programmed into the PLC. In this process the Trilogy Programmer and the Zelio RTSR programmer will be 
used. 

 

III. RESULT 
A. Hardware Result 

 
All the components for the circuit are installed properly according to its position. After the installation was 

completed, the components are connected by using jumper and three core cables as shown in Fig. 3 below. 
  

 
 

Figure 3 Relay that will trigger load with high current 
 
For the model, the parts that been used to completed this project are Lamp, Switch, GSM Modem, PLC and 

Communication Interface and 24V Relay.   
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Fig. 4 Completed project model 
 
Fig 4 shows the completed project model for the system. From the switch, the current will be flow into the 

control box. The control box which contains the PLC, communications interface, GSM modem and relay coil 
will trigger the current to the load when receives the signal from the user. 

 
B. Software Result 

 
Ladder logic programs mimic the electrical circuit diagrams used for wiring control systems in the electrical 

industry. The basic purpose of an electrical control system is to determine whether a load should be turned ON 
or turned OFF, under what circumstances and when it should happen. The fundamental element of a ladder 
diagram is a "Contact". A contact has only two states that are open or closed. An open contact breaks the current 
flow whereas a closed contact allows current to flow through it to the next element. The simplest contact is an 
ON/OFF switch, which requires external force (e.g. the human hand) to activate it. Limit switches are those 
small switches that are placed at certain location so that when a mechanical device moves towards it, the contact 
will be closed and when the device moves away from it, the contact will be opened. If a contact is connected to 
a load and the contact is closed, the load will be turned ON. For this project, the connection from the switch to 
the load is illustrated by ladder diagram as follow: 

 

 
 

Fig. 5 Ladder diagram for the switch and load 
 

 
In Fig. 5 the vertical line on the left is the "Power" line; current must flow through the "Switch" contact in 

order to turn ON the load "Lamp".  
Here the user has the two way controlling system that can send the SM to them. Three switches should be 

working together in order to control the lamp. A Master switch must be ON, and also one of the two control 
switches "controlsw1" and "controlsw2" must be ON while the other must be OFF in order to turn ON the lamp. 
All 3 switches are wired to 3 inputs of the PLC and the lamp to the output of the plc. The ladder program to 
perform this task is shown in Fig. 6 below. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 6 Ladder diagram for two way controlling system 
 

 
In Fig. 6 a contact with a "/" across its body is a Normally-Closed (N.C.) contact which the ladder program is 

using the "inverse" of the logic state of the input to interpret the diagram. Hence in the above ladder diagram, if 
"Master" and "controlSW1" are turned ON but "controlSW2" is turned OFF, the lamp will be turned ON since 
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the inverse logic state of an OFF state "controlSW2" is true. Think of an imaginary current flowing through the 
"Master" contact, then through the "controlSW1" and finally through the normally-closed "controlSW2" contact 
to turn ON the lamp. 

On the other hand, if "controlSW1" is OFF but "controlSW2" is ON, the lamp is also turned ON because the 
current could flow via "Master" and then through the lower parallel branch via N.C. "controlSW1" and the N.O. 
"controlSW2". A contact can also be activated by the presence of an electrical current. This makes it possible 
for a control system to control the turning ON or OFF of a large load by using electrical current to activate a 
switch that can conduct high current. The simplest form of this type of contact is a relay. Ladder Logic 
programming language borrows some of those terms used to describe the electromagnetic relay for its own use. 
The user connects a relay coil to the right end of the ladder diagram just like an output, as shown in Fig. 7. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 7 Ladder diagram to trigger relay coil 
 
In traditional electromagnetic relay, a coil of wire is wound around an iron core that turns it into an 

electromagnet. When current passes through the "coil" the magnet is "energized" and the force is used to either 
close a contact or open it (that will be a normally-closed contact since it is closed when not energized). 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 
As a conclusion, this project was actually significantly can prevent problems that happened to present home 

automation system. This system will enable user to control their home appliances by using SMS. Cost would not 
be a problem to users because if this product became commercial, the cost will be lower than this project cost 
due to the research and development and the hardware pricing that always decreased from time to time. As for 
future improvement, some futures should be added are e.g. to have visual connection to the user by sending the 
multimedia messages (MMS) by sending the picture or video about what are really happens at home when they 
are out from home. This is because nowadays the 4G technology are widely used and most area in this country 
has the coverage. Hence it will be more practically used as a webcam or CCTV for the capturing real time video 
as the user can also see the video from the distance. The function of the sensor also should be implemented in 
this system. The sensor will detect unwanted events like fire or smoke and flood. As a result when the house on 
a fire or there were water pipe leaking of flood, it will notify the user as soon as possible to enable user respond 
quickly before it become worst. 
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